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A B S T R A C T

We extend a collective action problem to study policy and project selection by heterogeneous groups who prefer
to work together on a joint initiative but may disagree on which initiative is best. Our framework, adapted
from a model of multiple threshold public goods, presents groups with several mutually exclusive projects, any
of which require sufficient support from the group to succeed. Individuals strictly prefer to contribute where
and how much they believe others expect of them to ensure joint project success. Groups tend to coordinate
on the public good preferred by the wealthiest member, demonstrating a wealthy-interest bias even without
corruption, politics, and information asymmetries. At the same time, groups divide costs in highly progressive
ways, with the wealthy voluntarily funding a disproportionate share, helping offset the inherent inequality
from endowment and selection differences. We discuss applications for policy selection, charitable giving, and
taxes.
1. Introduction

The wealthy have a disproportionate influence over policy.1 They
can shape policy through campaign contributions (e.g., Francia et al.,
2003), spending on lobbying (e.g., Baumgartner et al., 2009), and
advertising or public relations campaigns to shape public opinion (e.g.,
Page et al., 2019).2 Various policies and institutional reforms, from
restrictions on campaign contributions to improved oversight, may
reduce the ability of the rich to use their wealth to exert influence,
rent-seek, engage in government capture, or distort public opinion (e.g.,
Cotton, 2009, 2012; Prat, 2002; Coate, 2004; Hummel et al., 2021;
Gulzar et al., 2021).

Our paper strips away the political mechanisms and institutions
through which the rich actively shape policy. There are no information

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: cc159@queensu.ca (C.S. Cotton).

1 Echoing George Orwell, Paul Krugman conveyed the popular view that ‘‘America’s wealthy exert huge political influence. Our ideals say that all men are
created equal, but in practice, a small minority is far more equal than the rest of us’’ (Krugman, 2020-07-01).

2 The literature on each of these topics is extensive. See Bauer et al. (2007), Lessig (2011), and Goss (2016) for overviews of how the wealthy influence
policy, Stratmann (2005) for a partial review of the literature on money in politics, Gimpel et al. (2008) for consideration of how wealthy donors influence
elections outside of their locations, and Grossman and Helpman (1994), Hall and Deardorff (2006) and Cotton (2012) for alternative models of influence through
lobbying.

asymmetries, communication, or political processes to manipulate. We
show that, even without such factors, heterogeneous groups gravitate
towards the policies, programs, or projects preferred by the wealthy.
They do so not because such policies are more preferred, efficient, or
effective than other options but because of an expectation that others
will also focus on the same policies. The interests of the rich serve as a
focal point that improves cooperation and coordination among groups.

To explore these issues, we extend a collective action framework to
include multiple, mutually exclusive collective actions, and to study the
coordinated selection between these alternative policies. Specifically,
we adapt a threshold public goods framework to include multiple
public goods and heterogeneous endowments and preferences. Each
public good in the Multiple Threshold Public Goods (MTPG) framework
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is associated with many equilibria that differ not in total payoffs
but in the distribution of payoffs. The framework is a coordination
game, where collective success requires that groups not only contribute
enough effort or resources in total but also contribute towards the same
lternative. Individuals may disagree about what good or distribution
f costs is best, but they prefer to contribute towards and successfully
mplement any of the public goods than to fail to collaborate. Within
uch a strategic environment, individuals want to contribute how much
thers expect them to contribute and to the same good as others. The
elected public good and division of costs reflect collective expectations
f group behavior. In this way, the analysis gives insight into collective
xpectations about what policy may look like, regarding who benefits
ost and how costs are divided.

First, we find that heterogeneous groups tend to concentrate on and
mplement the public good preferred by the highest-income member. In
he MTPG environment, policy selection favors the rich not because of
iased or corrupt bureaucratic or political institutions and mechanisms,
r because of an efficiency advantage from those options–factors absent
rom our framework. Rather, the pro-wealthy bias emerges because
roup members gravitate towards the goods preferred by the wealthy
ecause they believe such goods are likely to receive support from
thers. When individuals expect others to focus on the good preferred
y the rich, they, too, want to focus on the same good.

Second, groups adopt highly progressive contribution profiles, with
ealthier members contributing disproportionately more than others.
he differences in contributions across individuals largely offset dif-
erences in endowments and benefits received from the implemented
ood. Individuals are better off contributing in the way others expect
hem to, even when they do not believe the division of costs is optimal
r fair. Groups adopt progressive contribution patterns not because
veryone favors such a division of costs over alternative options but
ecause such a division stands out as the salient option.

Our results have several implications for understanding wealthy-
nterest biases in policy selection. They suggest that an observed bias
n policy selection is not necessarily an indicator of corruption or
overnment capture. Instead, the policy bias favoring the rich may
merge naturally in groups attempting to work together as individu-
ls look to the preferences of the wealthy as an indicator of which
olicies or public goods to collectively pursue. The result additionally
uggests that eliminating the bias in favor of the wealthiest interests
equires more than just eliminating channels of corruption and capture
ut also requires efforts or mechanisms that improve the salience of
ther options. However, although the policy selection tends to favor
he wealthy, the division of costs does not. Groups that successfully
mplement a public good tend to divide costs in ways where voluntary
ontributions increase in income and the benefits received, largely
ffsetting the wealthy members’ wealth and policy advantage.

The model and results also give insight into a variety of other
pplications. In the penultimate section, we discuss our work in the
ontext of charitable giving and tax structures, providing alternative ex-
lanations of rich-interest biases and progressive cost-sharing in these
reas. In philanthropy, the charities or initiatives that the wealthiest
onors prefer may be more salient and draw the contributions of others
ven without the presence of seed money, matching funds, or other
echanisms through which wealthy donors actively draw attention to

heir preferred options. Through the lens of macroeconomic policy, our
esults suggest that groups are drawn to policies and public goods that
avor the wealthy and to tax structures in which the wealthy cover a
isproportionate share of the costs. We highlight implications for the
elevant veins of literature in these areas, and the potential for MTPG
xperiments to give further insight into such topics.

Section 2 presents a literature review and theoretical framework.
ection 3 develops testable hypotheses that guide the experimental
esign in Section 4 and analysis in Section 5. Section 6 discusses
pplications to charitable giving and macroeconomic policy. Section 7
2

oncludes. p
2. Literature review and theoretical framework

2.1. Relationship to the literature

Granovetter (1978) considers collective action problems where the
success of a joint project action requires that enough group members
participate, i.e., that participation exceeds a minimum threshold. Mod-
ern threshold frameworks may involve individual decisions that are
either discrete (e.g., individuals decide whether or not to support a
joint project where the number of supporters must exceed a threshold)
or continuous (e.g., individuals decide how much funding to direct to
the joint initiative where total contributions must exceed a threshold),
and a robust literature has developed experimentally studying threshold
ublic goods (e.g., Andreoni, 1998; Bagnoli and McKee, 1991; Marks
nd Croson, 1999). Such threshold models represent special cases of
he more general collective action framework developed out of Man-
ur Olson (1965). Sandler (1992) discusses the early literature and its
nterpretations; Heckathorn (1996) provides a summary of different
ollective action frameworks and dilemmas. For example, in Oliver
t al. (1985), a threshold framework would be considered a collec-
ive action problem with a discontinuous and accelerating production
unction. See also Marwell and Oliver (1979), Marwell et al. (1988),
nd Sandler (1992) for consideration of how ‘critical mass’ facilitates
uccessful collective action.

Our analysis is related to work within this literature that considers
ow group heterogeneity in the ability to pay (e.g., income) or pref-
rences (e.g., benefits) affect individual contributions and collective
uccess. Oliver et al. (1985) argues that both preference and resource
eterogeneity may be important determinants of individual contribu-
ions when public good production functions are accelerating, which is
he case with threshold public goods. Marwell and Oliver (1979), Mar-
ell et al. (1988), and Sandler (1998) further establish that the relative

mportance of ability to pay and preferences in determining the success
f public goods and how costs are divided may be highly context-
pecific. In such settings, heterogeneity can theoretically improve the
uccess of the joint project when it reduces the number of individuals
xpected to contribute to ensuring public success by enabling either the
ichest members or those receiving the greatest benefits to fund a good
n their own without the need for broader coordination (e.g., Oliver
t al., 1985; Marwell et al., 1988).3 Additionally, substantial work has

considered global collective action problems and how a government’s
propensity to contribute to an international effort depends on both its
ability to pay (e.g., the size of its economy) and the benefits received
from successful collective action. For example, Sandler and Forbes
(1980), Murdoch and Sandler (1984), and Hartley and Sandler (1999)
show how NATO members shifted from dividing costs based primarily
on economic size (ability to pay) in the 1960s to sharing costs based
on perceived benefits received from NATO in more recent years. Such
questions are related to our analysis of how, in our experiment, differ-
ences in ability to pay (e.g., endowed income) and benefits received
(e.g., individual benefit associated with successful collective action)
affect contributions. Within our framework, both factors drive individ-
uals to contribute more when they have larger endowments and expect
higher benefits from public good success. In the MTPG framework,
voluntary contribution differences largely offset agents’ advantages due
to endowment differences or the benefits of the implemented good.

The closest work within the experimental literature uses lab ex-
periments to study contributions to threshold public goods (Andreoni,
1998), considering either how the design of the threshold mechanism
or the role of individual heterogeneity affects contributions and pub-
lic good success. Bagnoli and McKee (1991) show how groups are

3 See also Hirshleifer (1983) and Ray et al. (2007) who present collective
ction games where endowment inequality can increase the success of a joint
roject when individual contributions are perfect substitutes.
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generally successful in reaching the threshold, though total payoffs
can be lower in the presence of heterogeneity, particularly prefer-
ence heterogeneity. Marks and Croson (1999) study the impact of
incomplete information about the distribution of preferences among
group members, with results suggesting that incomplete information
can facilitate rather than hinder cooperation in reaching the threshold.
Both Rapoport and Suleiman (1993) and Brekke et al. (2017) find that
in cases with endowment differences, individuals tend to contribute
similar shares of their wealth and that homogeneous groups are more
likely to succeed in funding a public good than heterogeneous groups.4

A consistent feature throughout the collective action and threshold
ublic good literature is their focus on a single initiative (e.g., project,
pportunity, action). Individuals only decide whether or how much to
ontribute to a given action, and there is no group decision to select an
ction from a set of alternatives. In the few cases where multiple joint
rojects simultaneously vie for funding, the projects are not mutually
xclusive, and groups may implement multiple projects simultane-
usly. In contrast, in the MTPG framework developed by Corazzini
t al. (2015), groups face multiple projects and can fund at most
ne. Such a framework better matches situations where actions are
y nature mutually exclusive: once a group solves a problem, other
olutions are unnecessary; once a partisan candidate secures the nomi-
ation, support to alternative candidates is wasted; once one waterfront
e-development project is built, the alternative uses of the site are
rrelevant.

The MTPG framework has recently been used to model donor selec-
ion of crowdfunded and philanthropic projects (e.g., Corazzini et al.,
015, 2019) in settings where individuals are homogeneous. Corazzini
t al. (2015) studies show how the multiplicity of contribution op-
ions confounds the coordination problem, reducing the probability of
uccessful collection action compared to environments with a single
ction and no choice over alternatives. The literature also considers
ow focal points (e.g., Corazzini et al., 2015), intermediaries (e.g.,
orazzini et al., 2019), refund rules (e.g., Cason and Zubrickas, 2019;
ason et al., 2021), and other factors can facilitate collective action in
omplex environments.

Our analysis incorporates income and preference differences into
he MTPG framework. While Cason and Zubrickas (2019) allows for
reference heterogeneity, none of the papers in this area incorporates
ndowment or income inequality. Incorporating both endowment and
reference heterogeneity is required to consider whether groups are
ore likely to focus on the options the wealthy prefer. This allows us

o focus on selection, introducing into the collective action framework
collective decision typically included in social choice and political

conomy models, not collective action problems. The MTPG framework
s not only one of collective action but also one of collective policy
election.

Additionally, our paper is closely linked to literature involving
nfluence and lobbying, policy selection, and philanthropy, which we
iscuss in later sections on specific applications of our framework.

.2. MTPG with heterogeneity

We extend the multiple threshold public good framework (e.g.,
orazzini et al., 2015) to incorporate donor heterogeneity in endowed

ncome and preferences over alternative actions.
We formally describe a one-period MTPG contribution game that al-

ows for heterogeneity. There is a group of 𝐽 individuals, each of whom
imultaneously chooses whether and how much of their endowment,
𝑗 , to contribute to each of 𝑁 public goods. Individual 𝑗’s contribution

4 There is also an extensive literature considering donor heterogeneity in
ore-commonly studied continuous public goods environments (e.g., Chan

t al., 1999; Cherry et al., 2005; Uler, 2011; Maurice et al., 2013; Duquette
nd Hargaden, 2021; Sheremeta and Uler, 2021).
3

g

to good 𝑛 is denoted 𝑐𝑗,𝑛. Total contributions by all group members to
good 𝑛 are 𝐶𝑛 ≡

∑

𝑗 𝑐𝑗,𝑛, and total contributions made by individual 𝑗
across all 𝑁 goods are 𝐶𝑗 ≡

∑

𝑛 𝑐𝑗,𝑛. Feasibility requires 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 ≥ 0 and
𝐶𝑗 ∈ [0, 𝑦𝑗 ] for each 𝑗 and 𝑛.

Function 𝐵𝑗,𝑛(𝐶𝑛) determines the benefit agent 𝑗 receives from pub-
ic good 𝑛. The benefit depends on whether the aggregate contribution
o the good reaches a threshold, 𝜏, the minimum contribution necessary
or that public good to succeed. If agents fail to reach the threshold
evel, then the public good does not return any benefit. Conditional
n the threshold being reached, the public good benefits each player
ndependent of their individual contribution. Successful goods take
n a ‘‘linear public good plus bonus’’ structure above the threshold,
ith preference heterogeneity captured by differences in the bonus
arameter. Specifically, for each good 𝑛,

𝑗,𝑛(𝐶𝑛) =
{

0 when 𝐶𝑛 < 𝜏𝑛
𝐶𝑛 + 𝑏𝑗,𝑛 when 𝐶𝑛 ≥ 𝜏𝑛.

(1)

e assume that 𝜏𝑛 ≤
∑

𝑗 𝑦𝑗 < 𝜏𝑛 + 𝜏𝑚 for all 𝑛 and 𝑚, ensuring that
roups can afford to fund one public good at its threshold but cannot
uccessfully implement multiple goods.

Any endowment not contributed to a public good gets directed
o private consumption, which returns a marginal benefit 𝑉 > 1.
herefore, player 𝑗 earns total payoff:

𝑗 (𝑐𝑗,1,… , 𝑐𝑗,𝑁 ) = 𝑉 (𝑦𝑗 − 𝐶𝑗 ) +
𝑁
∑

𝑛=1
𝐵𝑗,𝑛(𝐶𝑛). (2)

Within this framework, there is no equilibrium in which 𝐶𝑛 >
𝜏𝑛, as each individual contributing to the good has the incentive to
reduce their contribution as much as they can without causing total
contributions to fall below the threshold (ensured by 𝑉 > 1). There are
also no equilibria in which contributions are made to a good that fails
to achieve its threshold, as anyone making such a contribution would
be better off redirecting it to their private account or ensuring another
good reaches its threshold.

We impose the additional assumption that 𝑦𝑗 ≤ 𝐵𝑗,𝑛(𝜏𝑛)∕𝑉 for all
𝑗, 𝑛. This ensures that individuals are willing to contribute up to their
entire endowments if doing so is required for the success of a public
good. This assumption is not necessary for the analysis. Rather, it
simplifies the description of equilibria and matches the experimental
environment.

Proposition 1. 5 For any parameter values, there exists two types of
equilibria: (1) a ‘‘no contribution’’ equilibrium in which 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 = 0 for all
𝑗, 𝑛, and (2) many ‘‘threshold provision’’ equilibria corresponding to every
contribution profile in which for one good 𝑛, 𝐶𝑛 = 𝜏𝑛 and 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 ∈ [0, 𝑦𝑗 ] for
each 𝑗, and where for all other goods 𝑛′ ≠ 𝑛, 𝐶𝑛′ = 0.

The result regarding the many threshold provision equilibria implies
that an individual is willing to contribute up to their entire endowment
to ensure a threshold is reached. If 𝑗 anticipates that the other agents
are contributing such that 𝑗 is needed to achieve the threshold, then 𝑗
prefers to provide the required contribution such that 𝐶𝑛 = 𝜏𝑛. This is
formalized in the following Corollary.

Corollary 1. Let 𝐶−𝑗,𝑛 =
∑

𝑖≠𝑗 𝑐𝑖,𝑛. If 𝐶−𝑗,𝑛 ∈ [𝜏𝑛 − 𝑦𝑗 , 𝜏𝑛), then agent 𝑗
prefers contributing 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 = 𝜏𝑛−𝐶−𝑗,𝑛, ensuring that 𝐶𝑛 = 𝜏𝑛, rather than any
other 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 ∈ [0, 𝑦𝑗 ].

Our MTPG framework has several notable features. First, any com-
bination of individual contributions such that total contributions equal
the threshold is an equilibrium. If one group member marginally
decreases (increases) their contribution to the targeted public good,
then the optimal response of any other group member would be to

5 See Corazzini et al. (2015) for details on the equilibrium in related MTPG
ames.
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marginally increase (decrease) their contributions to the good such
that total contributions remain equal to the threshold. In other words,
in each threshold provision equilibrium, the marginal contributions of
the individuals are perfect strategic substitutes. Second, at the extensive
margin, contributions can be strategic complements. A player prefers to
‘‘do his part’’ to support a public good only when he expects others to
do their parts to support the same good. No one has an incentive to
unilaterally support a collective action. Together, the first and second
features present a multi-dimensional coordination game, where group
success requires coordination on whether to contribute, to which public
good to contribute, and how much to contribute.

The MTPG framework recasts the collective action problem as
primarily a coordination game with many feasible equilibria. The
primary concern is not whether individuals want to contribute but
whether they will successfully coordinate their contributions (where
and how much). The analysis focuses on selection, including which
action/project/initiative the group members focus on and how they
divide the collective costs of the action.

If the game is repeated, as is the case in our experimental setting,
then there is even a broader set of subgame perfect equilibria in
earlier rounds of the repeated interaction, including situations where
total group contributions to a public good may fall below or above
a threshold.6 It remains that any feasible contribution profile that
successfully implements one public good is consistent with equilibria.
The strategic environment remains one of equilibrium selection and
coordination.

3. Testable hypotheses

With the multiplicity of equilibria in MTPG frameworks, the game
theoretic equilibrium concepts are agnostic about the relative like-
lihood of different equilibria. This is a common issue for coordina-
tion games and other strategic environments with multiple equilibria.
Which outcomes emerge is primarily an empirical question.7

To make predictions around such outcomes, we rely on concepts of
payoff dominance and focal points, identifying factors in our strategic
environments that may drive attention to some equilibria or away from
others,8 as well as past empirical and experimental results documenting
coordinated behavior and collective action.

First, we ask which public goods will most likely be successfully
funded by heterogeneous groups. The selection of a public good is
typically not considered in collective action problems, which assume
either a single good vying for contributions or multiple goods where
implementing one does not preclude implementing others.

In heterogeneous groups, the wealth and preferences of members
may affect the salience of different public goods. For example, the pref-
erences of the highest-endowment group member may provide a focal

6 Trigger strategies, where deviation in earlier periods triggers no coopera-
ion in future rounds, can incentivize earlier round contributions inconsistent
ith the equilibrium of a one-shot game.
7 We added Hypothesis 3 after preregistration to facilitate readability.

imilarly, we edited the wording and format of the preregistered hypotheses
or expositional reasons while keeping their content unchanged.

8 Starting from Schelling (1960), many papers have documented how focal
oints can facilitate coordination in strategic settings with at least partially
ligned preferences. Corazzini et al. (2015) provides a discussion of focal
oints specific to MTPG games and reports experimental findings that are
enerally consistent with the theory of Harsanyi and Selten (1988) who posits
hat groups will focus on either payoff dominant outcomes or risk dominant
utcomes (corresponds to making no contributions in our experiment). Devetag
nd Ortmann (2007) summarize the broader literature and when coordination
s more likely on efficient versus risk dominant outcomes. Mehta et al.
1994), Bardsley et al. (2010), and Crawford et al. (2008), among others,
how how the decision context and asymmetries across payoffs can affect the
mergence of focal points and the processes and attitudes within groups in
oordination games.
4
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point, making the option preferred by the richest group member more
salient than other goods. The first factor is consistent with an implicit
pro-rich bias in society that has been documented in the psychology
literature (e.g., Fiske, 2010; Mattan and Cloutier, 2020). Groups may
expect the outcome preferred by the rich, even in situations (like our
experiment) with no mechanisms or efficiency advantages driving such
outcomes. Similarly, contributors may suspect that eventually reaching
a threshold will be easier on the good favored by the donor with the
deepest pockets. Given such perceptions, we expect groups to focus on
and successfully fund the rich-preferred good more often than other
goods.

Hypothesis 1. With heterogeneous endowments and preferences,
groups tend to coordinate on and are more likely to successfully fund
the public good preferred by the agent with the highest endowment.

Second, we consider how heterogeneous groups divide the cost of
public good provision in an MTPG environment. A substantial literature
considers contributions and joint success in collective action and public
goods problems. We consider how contributions to a successful public
good may reflect differences in agents’ ability to pay (e.g., endowment
size) and willingness to pay (e.g., benefits received from the public
good). The empirical analysis allows for the possibility that either
or both factors affect contributions. We consider whether the result-
ing contribution profiles partially or wholly offset the heterogeneity
between donors.

Our framework is one of equilibrium selection, where the observed
outcomes reflect expectations about the most likely outcomes. Groups
may expect progressive contribution profiles in which those with higher
endowments contribute more than those with lower endowments, in
which case we expect contributions to increase in income. Alterna-
tively, groups may expect higher contributions from members who
receive higher benefits from a funded public good, in which case
we expect contributions to increase in benefits received. Oliver et al.
(1985) presents a theoretical framework in which both factors may
be relevant when public good production functions are accelerating,
which is the case with threshold public goods. However, the relative
importance of each factor in our setting remains primarily an empirical
question, which we capture in the following hypotheses.

Hypothesis 2. Ability-to-pay focused contributions — Agents with
higher endowments tend to contribute more than agents with lower
endowments to successful public goods. Empirically, 𝐶𝑗 increases in 𝑦𝑗
after controlling for preference differences, as captured by 𝑏𝑗,𝑛.

Hypothesis 3. Benefits-focused contributions — An agent that receives
a higher bonus from a successful public good tends to contribute more
to that good than other agents. Empirically, when groups fund good 𝑛,
𝑐𝑗,𝑛 increases in bonus parameter 𝑏𝑗,𝑛 after controlling for differences in
𝑦𝑗 .

In testing these hypotheses, we consider whether the relationships
hold, how strong they are, and whether the contribution patterns
partially or wholly offset differences in endowed incomes or benefits
received from the public good.

Our final hypothesis concerns how heterogeneity affects the likeli-
hood of public good success. Most literature considering such questions
has focused on an environment with a single public good. In such
settings, heterogeneity can theoretically improve the success of the
joint project when it reduces the number of individuals expected to
contribute by enabling the most affluent members or biggest bene-
ficiaries to fund a good on their own without the need for broader
coordination (e.g., Oliver et al., 1985; Marwell et al., 1988).9 How-
ever, introducing heterogeneity in a setting with one threshold public

9 Hirshleifer (1983) and Ray et al. (2007) also present collective action
ames where endowment inequality can increase the success of a joint project
hen individual contributions are perfect substitutes.
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good also complicates equilibrium selection, potentially reducing the
perceived fairness and salience of the equilibrium in which all group
members contribute an equal share to the threshold. Rapoport and
Suleiman (1993) show that donor heterogeneity reduces coordination
and successful provision of a threshold public good in lab experiments.

In our MTPG environment, heterogeneity has an additional role
in hindering or enabling the coordinated selection of one good from
the alternatives. Our final hypothesis makes two predictions. First,
we expect that preference heterogeneity alone instills disagreement
within a group, complicates the public good selection and coordination
problems, and ultimately decreases the probability of successfully fund-
ing any public good. Second, we expect that introducing endowment
heterogeneity into an environment with preference heterogeneity can
improve coordination. This second insight follows from Hypothesis 1
and the expectation that the preferences of the wealthiest member
may serve as a focal point to increase coordination and public good
success. Individuals may disagree about which public good is best in an
environment with preference heterogeneity alone. In an environment
with both preference and endowment heterogeneity, individuals may
disagree about which good is best but agree about which is most likely
to be implemented.

Hypothesis 4. (1) Introducing preference heterogeneity into an MTPG
environment with otherwise homogeneous groups reduces the proba-
bility of coordination and average payoffs. (2) Introducing endowment
heterogeneity into an MTPG environment with heterogeneous prefer-
ences increases the probability of coordination and average payoffs.

Combined with Hypotheses 1, 4 gives insight into whether focusing
on wealthy interests can increase coordination, public good success,
and total payoffs.

4. Experimental design

Our experiment introduces donor heterogeneity in endowments and
preferences into a threshold public goods game with multiple viable
alternatives. The experiment includes four distinct treatments using a
between-subject design:

• P&E_Diff Treatment — There is donor heterogeneity in both pref-
erences (regarding the bonuses realized from successfully funding
a public good) and endowed income.

• P_Diff Treatment — There is donor heterogeneity only in prefer-
ences. All subjects are assigned the same endowed income.

• E_Diff Treatment - There is donor heterogeneity only in endowed
income. All subjects are assigned identical payoff functions for
each of the public goods.

• Homogeneous Treatment — There is no donor heterogeneity, with
all subjects assigned identical payoff structures and endowments.
This treatment is similar in structure to previous multiple thresh-
old public goods experiments.

A total of 240 subjects participated in the experiment, with 60 indi-
viduals in each of the four treatments. Each treatment had five sessions
with 12 subjects divided into unchanging groups of four people. This
implies that, for each treatment, we collected data on 15 independent
groups. Each group interacts repeatedly over 12 periods.

Endowments: Within each treatment session, individuals are first
assigned an endowment, 𝑦𝑗 , that remains their per-period endowment
for each of the 12 periods. In treatments P&E_Diff and E_Diff, the four
members of each group are randomly assigned four different endow-
ment levels, 𝑦𝑗 ∈ {34, 48, 62, 76}. In treatments P_Diff and Homogeneous,
all four group members are assigned 𝑦𝑗 = 55. In all four treatments,
total per-period endowments equal 220 tokens.

Public Goods and Payoffs: In each of the 12 periods of the game,
individuals simultaneously choose how much of their endowment to
5

contribute to each of the eight public goods. Any amount that an
individual does not contribute to a public good goes to a private
account, which returns a private payoff of two points per token after
each period. Donations to a public good benefit the group if total
contributions are at least 𝜏 = 132, a threshold representing 60% the
total available tokens. When a threshold is reached, each group member
receives a payoff of one point per token contributed (by anyone), plus
an individual bonus 𝑏𝑗,𝑛.

Four public goods are clearly inferior to the others, providing a
uniform bonus of 20 points. These are called ‘‘non-selected’’ alternatives
and are included to make the environment appear more complex with
a richer array of options. However, the subjects universally ignore
these less efficient options. The other four public goods provide higher
bonuses that may differ across individuals depending on treatments.
These are called ‘‘selected’’ options. In treatments E_Diff and Homoge-
neous, all four selected options provide uniform bonuses of 30 points
when their threshold is reached. In treatments P&E_Diff and P_Diff, the
four group members are each assigned a different selected option from
which they will receive a higher bonus of 39 points if implemented.
From the other selected goods, they receive a bonus of 27 points if
implemented. In all treatments, the average bonus is 30 points, and the
payoff from successfully implementing any select public goods is equal.

4.1. Procedures

We ran the experiment in February 2021 using a ‘‘lab-on-the-web’’
environment (Buso et al., 2020) in response to COVID-19 restrictions.
Subjects were required to join a Zoom session from a computer with a
well-functioning internet connection, webcam, microphone, and audio.
They were instructed to connect from an isolated and quiet room
and to remain seated throughout the experiment. Upon arrival, sub-
jects joined individual waiting rooms that guaranteed anonymity. After
ascertaining participants’ identities and checking the quality of their
digital infrastructure, experimenters disabled the subjects’ webcam and
microphone and made their Zoom profiles anonymous by removing
any possible distinctive element (such as pictures, colors, initials) and
assigning a random identification number. Then, subjects moved to the
experimental ‘room’ where they could communicate with the experi-
menter through a Zoom chat but could not communicate with other
subjects.

At the beginning of the experiment, experimenters shared their
video and read the instructions aloud (Appendix C includes the English
translation of the P&E_Diff instructions). Before the first period started,
subjects answered control questions at their terminal. When necessary,
answers to the questions were privately checked and explained through
the chat. Subjects could click a button and access a table summarizing
the instructions anytime.

At the beginning of each period, the computer showed each subject
nine boxes, one for the private account and eight for the collective
accounts. To avoid framing effects, we presented the eight collective
accounts to subjects using neutral color names. Moreover, the order in
which the collective accounts appeared on the screen was randomly
determined by the computer for each subject. Finally, each of the
eight boxes of the collective accounts showed the threshold and the
size of the corresponding bonus. Given the nine boxes, every subject
chose how to allocate their endowment entirely in each period over
the alternative accounts.

In treatments with heterogeneity, assigned endowments and prefer-
ences were common knowledge. In particular, at the beginning of each
session, subjects were randomly assigned one of four letters, either 𝐴,
𝐵, 𝐶, or 𝐷. In E_Diff and P&E_Diff, the order of the letters matched the
order of the endowments, with 𝐴 and 𝐷 being respectively associated
with the lowest (34 tokens) and highest (76 tokens) endowments. To
facilitate subjects’ assimilation of the information, a summary table re-

porting, for each letter, the corresponding endowment and, in P&E_Diff
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Table 1
Contributions and coordination on public goods: descriptive statistics.

Homogeneous P_Diff E_Diff P&E_Diff

Coordination on Selected PGs 0.500 0.344 0.539 0.567
PG preferred by A 0.211 0.161 0.156 0.017
PG preferred by B 0.050 0.150 0.089 0.000
PG preferred by C 0.039 0.000 0.028 0.006
PG preferred by D 0.200 0.033 0.267 0.544
Coordination on Non-Selected PGs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

𝑂𝑏𝑠. (𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡) 180 180 180 180

Total Contribution 32.474 29.435 32.169 34.022
(19.722) (21.608) (22.696) (23.766)

Contribution to Selected PGs 31.200 28.574 31.674 33.519
(20.171) (21.525) (22.649) (23.879)

Contribution to Non-Selected PGs 1.274 0.861 0.496 0.503
(6.975) (5.385) (3.369) (3.151)

𝑂𝑏𝑠. (𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡) 720 720 720 720

Notes. This table reports, for each treatment, the proportion of successful coordination on selected and non-selected public
goods, as well as on each of the four selected public goods according to the preferences of the subject types. Since the
color assignment of the public goods has been kept unchanged across treatments, the preferred alternatives in Homogeneous
and E_Diff are defined by matching the color of the corresponding benchmarks in the two treatments with heterogeneous
preferences, P_Diff and P&E_Diff. The table also reports the mean (total) contribution (standard deviations are reported in
parentheses) to all public goods and what contributed to the selected and the non-selected alternatives separately.
nd P_Diff, the corresponding preferred collective account was included
n the screen used by subjects to make their choices.10

We kept the assignment of colors to the selected and non-selected
ublic goods to each group unchanged across sessions to enhance
omparability across treatments and rule out potential framing effects
elated to the particular color distribution used in the experiment. This
eature of our experimental design allowed us to compare, group by
roup, the coordination rate and the contribution to the type-specific
referred public goods in P&E_Diff and P_Diff to the corresponding
enchmarks in E_Diff and Homogeneous.

At the end of every period, each subject was informed about the
umber of tokens allocated by the group to (each of) the collective
ccount(s), whether the corresponding threshold was reached, and any
onus paid. Additionally, after each period, subjects learned the total
oints they received from each account and in total. At the end of the
xperiment, subjects were privately paid one euro per 100 points.

On average, subjects earned 14.42 euros (including a show-up
ee of three euros) for approximately 90 minutes. All payments were
ade through PayPal. Participants were drawn from the subject pool

f the VERA-lab of the University of Venice, ‘‘Ca’ Foscari’’ (Italy),
ncluding more than 2500 potential subjects. Participants were mainly
ndergraduate students in Economics, Management, Language Studies,
nd Philosophy, and they were recruited using ORSEE (Greiner, 2015).
e programmed the experiment using z-Tree Unleashed (Duch et al.,

020).

. Experimental results

In the statistical analysis, we use both non-parametric and paramet-
ic techniques. The non-parametric tests are based on 15 independent
bservations at the group level per treatment. Conclusions of the non-
arametric tests are based on exact p-values. Similarly, to account for
otential dependence across periods, the estimated coefficients in the
arametric regressions are based on standard errors clustered at the
roup level.

The following analysis is conducted by pooling together the 12 ex-
eriment periods. In Appendix B, we include several tables replicating
he analysis on two subsets of periods, namely 1–3 and 10–12. Despite
ome differences in magnitude, all the results remain qualitatively
nchanged when considering each subset separately.

10 A screenshot of the choice screen used in P&E_Diff is included in
Appendix C.
6

5.1. To which public goods do group members contribute?

Table 1 reports the proportion of successful contributions to selected
and non-selected public goods over all periods for each treatment.

P&E_Diff is the treatment with the highest coordination rate
(56.7%), followed by E_Diff (53.9%), Homogeneous (50.0%), and P_Diff
(34.4%). In all treatments, groups coordinated exclusively on selected
public goods.11

Table 1 shows the distribution of successful coordination over the
four selected public goods in every treatment. Conditional on having
reached the threshold, group members in P&E_Diff coordinate their
contributions on the public good preferred by the wealthiest subject,
𝐷, around 96% of the time, with this proportion being higher than
in any other treatment (according to a two-sided proportion test, 𝑝 <
0.001 for any pairwise comparisons between P&E_Diff and the other
treatments).12

To further validate this result, Table 2 unpacks, for each type of
subject in P&E_Diff, the mean contribution to each of the four selected
public goods13. Note again that subject 𝐴 has the lowest endowment,
and subject 𝐷 has the highest.

The public good preferred by the wealthiest subject attracts the
contributions of other group members. Indeed, all types of subjects
contribute significantly more to the public good preferred by 𝐷 than
to any of the remaining three selected public goods (according to
a two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test, when comparing the amount
contributed to the public good preferred by 𝐷 to any other alternative,
𝑝 < 0.01 for each type of subject), indicating that 𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝐶 are willing
to not contribute to their own preferred goods to reach coordination on

11 In line with this result, contributions to selected public goods are signif-
icantly higher than those allocated to non-selected alternatives (according to
a two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank, 𝑝 < 0.001 in all treatments).

12 Table B.1 performs parametric analysis to investigate to which public
good successful coordination occurs more frequently. In particular, the first
column reports results from an intercept-only regression focusing on groups
that successfully fund a public good and using as a dependent variable a
dummy that takes a value of 1 if the funded public good is the one preferred
by the richest subject 𝐷 and 0 otherwise (Coord_pgRICH). The estimate of the
constant term, expressing the proportion of groups successfully funding the
public good preferred by the richest subject 𝐷, is 0.918, which, according to
a two-sided Wald test, is significantly higher than 0.5 (𝑝 < 0.001).

13 Appendix Tables B.2 and B.3 respectively replicate the analysis in Tables 1
and 2 on periods 1–3 and 10–12. Results reported in the previous analysis are
qualitatively confirmed when focusing on these subsets of periods
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Table 2
Type-specific contributions to the selected public goods in P&E_Diff.
P&E_Diff

A B C D

PG preferred by A 2.522 2.250 2.828 2.422
(7.278) (8.519) (9.841) (10.446)

PG preferred by B 0.061 2.411 0.250 0.711
(0.498) (6.657) (1.264) (4.045)

PG preferred by C 0.361 1.356 4.372 1.372
(2.033) (4.301) (13.397) (6.401)

PG preferred by D 16.561 18.517 32.661 45.422
(13.969) (17.706) (24.599) (30.061)

𝑂𝑏𝑠. 180 180 180 180

Notes. This table reports, for each subject type, the mean contribution (standard
deviations are reported in parentheses) to the four selected public goods in P&E_Diff.

one alternative.14 As expected, the focus on the public good preferred
by 𝐷 is observed only in P&E_Diff, where preference heterogeneity is
combined with endowment heterogeneity.

Result 1. In P&E_Diff, all subject-types contribute substantially more to
the public good preferred by the wealthiest group member than to any
other alternative.

Result 1 continues to hold when focusing on just the first period,
suggesting that groups focus on the preferred option of the wealthiest
member from their first interaction (even before the wealthiest member
has a chance to disproportionately fund their preferred good). Indeed,
by restricting attention to the contribution choices of subjects 𝐴, 𝐵, and

(thus excluding the wealthiest group member, 𝐷) in the first period,
two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test confirms that the contribution to

he public good preferred by 𝐷 (42.33 tokens), is significantly higher
han what contributed to the alternative preferred by 𝐴 (11.40, 𝑝 =
.009), 𝐵 (7.80, 𝑝 = 0.003), or 𝐶 (23.07, 𝑝 = 0.095). Consistently
ith the previous empirical observation, we also find that the number
f group members (excluding 𝐷) contributing at least one token to
he public good preferred by 𝐷 in the first period (28) is significantly
igher than the corresponding number associated with the alternatives
referred by 𝐴 (15, 𝑝 = 0.058), 𝐵 (9, 𝑝 = 0.002), or 𝐶 (14, 𝑝 = 0.020).

These findings corroborate the empirical validity of Hypothesis 1,
hereby in P&E_Diff, the public good preferred by the wealthiest sub-

ect represents an effective coordination device to facilitate the selec-
ion of a public good to fund jointly. Other empirical observations
rovide further insight into the dynamics of successful contributions
n the four treatments. First, we find strong path dependence in coor-
ination, as group members keep contributing to the same public good
n which they reached coordination in the early periods. Indeed, of the
0 groups in the experiment, 9 (15.00%) never reached coordination,
9 (81.67%) are non-switching and reached coordination always on
he same alternative across periods, and only 2 (3.33%) switched
oordination from one public good to another during the 12 periods.15

14 In Table B.1, we report intercept-only regressions to parametrically vali-
ate the previous empirical observations. Specifically, in regressions reported
n columns (2)–(4), the dependent variable is Contr_diff, namely the difference

between the contribution made by the subject to the public good preferred
by the wealthy agent D and what she overall contributes to the three public
goods preferred by A, B, C. From the regression in column (2), we find that
the constant is positive and highly significant (𝑝 < 0.001). In other words, each
ubject in P&E_Diff contributes more on average to the public good preferred
y the richest subject than to the other three public goods.
15 The two switching groups exhibited a relatively low success rate at
oordinating contributions. The first group participating in P&E_Diff reached
oordination in 6 periods (5 on one public good and 1 on another alternative),
hile the second group participating in P_Diff reached coordination in (only)
periods. Among the 9 groups that never reached coordination, 5 participated

n P_Diff, 2 in Homogeneous, 1 in E_Diff, and 1 in P&E_Diff.
7

Second, even when groups do not successfully fund a public good
n the initial periods, they look to ‘‘unsuccessful’’ contributions in early
eriods to select the alternative on which to attempt coordination in
ater periods. Indeed, by focusing on the non-switching groups, subjects
each coordination on the public good that attracted the highest level of
ontributions in the first period (occurring in 76.92%, 85.71%, 84.62%,
nd 44.44% of the groups in P&E_Diff, E_Diff, Homogeneous, and P_Diff,
espectively). The evidence is even stronger when focusing on the
econd period (occurring in 92.31%, 85.71%, 66.67%, and 100% of
he cases in P&E_Diff, E_Diff, P_Diff, and Homogeneous, respectively).

.2. How do groups split the costs of public goods?

The previous results considered public good selection. We now
onsider how group members split the cost of funding public goods.
n particular, we are interested in assessing the empirical validity of
ypotheses 2 and 3, identifying the endowment level and the size of

he bonus assigned by the funded public good, respectively, as the main
rivers of the ability-to-pay and benefit-focused contributions in the
reatments introducing heterogeneity.

Hypothesis 2 predicts that agents with higher endowments con-
ribute more than those with lower endowments. Hypothesis 3 predicts
hat agents who receive higher payouts from a successful public good
ontribute a larger share of the funding for that good.

Table 3 parametrically investigates the determinants of individual
ontributions in E_Diff, P_Diff, and P&E_Diff when focusing on the
roups with high coordination success over the 12 periods of the
xperiment.16 Specifically, for each treatment, 𝐻𝐶 denotes the groups
hat successfully coordinated for a number of periods greater than (or
qual to) the median in the treatment. Conversely, 𝐿𝐶 denotes the
roups that successfully coordinated for fewer than the median number
f periods. The Appendix shows that the analysis in Table 3 is robust
o including 𝐿𝐶 groups in the analysis.17

For each treatment, we consider two different specifications. The
irst specification tests the empirical validity of Hypotheses 2 and 3
y including, respectively, the subject’s endowment and the bonus
ssigned to them by the funded public good. The second specification
hecks the robustness of the results over time by separately assessing
he effect of the two contribution drivers in the first six and the last six
eriods.

Columns (1) and (2) provide evidence in favor of the ability-to-pay
ypothesis in E_Diff, as a higher endowment corresponds to a higher

willingness to contribute. Specifically, the coefficient of Endowment is
ositive and highly significant in both columns (𝑝 < 0.001), just as it is
he linear combination between Endowment and Endowment × Last six
periods in the second column (𝑝 < 0.001). Therefore, ability-to-pay is a
strong determinant of individual contributions in E_Diff, and its effect
is stable across the experiment’s first and second parts.

Similarly, columns (3) and (4) support the idea that, in P_Diff, a
subject contributes more when the funded public good is the alternative
assigning her the higher bonus. The coefficient of Assigned bonus is pos-
itive and highly significant in both columns (𝑝 < 0.001). Again, the fact
that also the linear combination between Assigned bonus and Assigned
bonus × Last six periods in the fourth column is significant (𝑝 = 0.061)
uggests that the effect of the bonus assigned by the funded alternative

16 Focusing on 𝐻𝐶−groups allows us to investigate the determinants of
contributions in successful groups, thus filtering out the noise that is due
to coordination failure. We added this analysis to the evaluation plan after
preregistration. The results are qualitatively confirmed when pooling all groups
(see Table B.5 in the Appendix).

17 Tables B.4–B.9 in Appendix B replicate the parametric analysis in Table 3
(i) on periods 1–3 and 10–12 (ii) by including all groups, (iii) by considering
only 𝐿𝐶 groups, and (iv) by replacing the individual total contribution with
the amount contributed to the funded public good as the dependent variable.

These robustness checks confirm all the main results of Table 3.
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Table 3
Determinants of total contributions in 𝐻𝐶 groups in E_Diff, P_Diff and in P&E_Diff : parametric results.
Total contribution E_Diff P_Diff P&E_Diff

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Endowment 0.770*** 0.793*** 0.880*** 0.853***
(0.132) (0.139) (0.108) (0.115)

Assigned bonus 0.274*** 0.325*** 0.366*** 0.469***
(0.051) (0.073) (0.048) (0.059)

Last 6 periods 1.780 3.883 −3.197
(5.080) (2.724) (4.739)

Endowment × Last 6 periods −0.046 0.047
(0.089) (0.082)

Assigned bonus × Last 6 periods −0.159 −0.137
(0.113) (0.134)

Constant −4.426 −5.315 32.976*** 32.073*** −17.663*** −16.257**
(7.529) (7.946) (1.979) (2.084) (6.199) (6.557)

ll −1582.90 −1582.61 −1601.32 −1600.20 −1742.91 −1737.58
𝑊 𝑎𝑙𝑑 − 𝜒2 34.180 34.750 28.420 30.810 135.760 148.310
𝑝 > 𝜒2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Obs. 384 384 384 384 432 432
N. groups 8 8 8 8 9 9

Notes. This table reports coefficient estimates (standard errors in parentheses) from two-way linear random effects models accounting for
potential individual dependency over periods and dependency within the group. The dependent variable is the total contribution made by the
subject in a 𝐻𝐶 group to the eight collective accounts in the period. Endowment is the endowment in tokens of the subject. Assigned bonus is
the bonus assigned to the subject by the funded public good. Last 6 periods is a dummy that takes a value of 1 in the last six periods of the
experiment and 0 o/w. Endowment × Last 6 periods and Assigned bonus × Last 6 periods are interaction terms. Significance levels are denoted as
follows: * 𝑝 < 0.1, **𝑝 < 0.05, and *** 𝑝 < 0.01.
o
e

m
t
f

n individual contributions persists, though at a lower extent, in the
econd part of the experiment. The loss of statistical significance in
he last six periods may be due to changing expectations about the
ontribution shares once coordination is reached and maintained for
everal periods.
P&E_Diff includes both sources of heterogeneity. Therefore, results

eported in columns (5) and (6) allow us to separately identify the
ole played by the two drivers in determining subjects’ contributions.
esults confirm that individual contributions are determined by both

he subject’s endowment (ability-to-pay-focused contributions) and the
ize of the bonus assigned by the funded public good (benefit-focused
ontributions). In column (5), both the coefficients of Endowment and
ssigned bonus are positive and highly significant (in both cases, 𝑝 <
.001). In line with the previous results, column (6) confirms that the
ffects of the two contribution drivers are highly significant in the
irst six periods (in both cases, 𝑝 < 0.001) and remain so in the last
ix periods of the experiment (𝑝 < 0.001 for the linear combination
etween Endowment and Endowment × Last six periods, 𝑝 = 0.006 for the
inear combination between Assigned bonus and Assigned bonus × Last
ix periods).

These results suggest that successful groups divide costs in a highly
rogressive way. Specifically, those with higher endowments make
ubstantially larger contributions, substantially offsetting their endow-
ent advantage. Additionally, the contribution patterns also largely

ffset differences in benefits received, whereby those receiving higher
onuses contribute more to the good. We summarize the previous
vidence in the following result, which, in turn, provides empirical
upport in favor of Hypotheses 2 and 3.

esult 2. The drivers of individual contributions. The subject’s con-
ribution increases in both the level of her endowment (ability-to-pay-
ocused contributions) and the size of the bonus assigned to her by the
unded public good (benefit-focused contributions).

Fig. 1 further confirms the positive relationship between the sub-
ect’s contribution and her endowment documented in the two treat-
ents with endowment heterogeneity, E_Diff and P&E_Diff. In partic-
8

lar, the figure reports, for each treatment, the average contribution
f each type of player in the 𝐻𝐶 groups across the 12 periods of the
xperiment.18

There is a positive relationship between contributions and endow-
ents in E_Diff and P&E_Diff, whereby the wealthiest subject D makes

he largest contribution (61.907 in P&E_Diff and 55.979 in E_Diff ),
ollowed by C (44.611 in P&E_Diff and 41.354 in E_Diff ), B (25.462 in
P&E_Diff and 30.687 in E_Diff ) and A, the poorest subject in the group
(23.925 in P&E_Diff and 23.614 in E_Diff ).

In Table B.10 included in Appendix B, we report parametric results
confirming this descriptive evidence. Our estimates show that, in both
treatments with endowment heterogeneity, the wealthiest subject 𝐷
in 𝐻𝐶 groups makes significantly higher contributions than the other
group members (for any pairwise comparison between 𝐷 and the other
subjects, 𝑝 < 0.01).19

Finally, in line with existing studies that analyze the effects of
endowment heterogeneity in threshold public good settings (see for
instance, Rapoport and Suleiman, 1993), the differences in individual
contributions in P&E_Diff and E_Diff are associated with the fact that
subject-types tend to contribute a similar fraction of their endowments.
Indeed, when considering individual contributions relative to the en-
dowment level, differences across subject types disappear in both E_Diff
and P&E_Diff. The relative contributions in the 𝐻𝐶 groups are included
between 0.530 (subject B) and 0.815 (subject D) in P&E_Diff, and
between 0.639 (subject B) and 0.737 (subject D) in E_Diff, respectively.
The only remarkable observation is that B in P&E_Diff contributes less
than any other subject-type (𝑝 = 0.058 for 𝐴; 𝑝 = 0.038 for 𝐶; 𝑝 = 0.002

18 In Appendix B, we include two additional figures. Fig. B.1 adds the corre-
sponding graphs for the two treatments with no endowment heterogeneity,
Homogeneous and P_Diff. We document no remarkable association between
subject types and contributions in these two treatments. Interestingly, only
in Homogeneous do we observe a tendency for subject 𝐴 to make larger
contributions than the other group members. In Fig. B.2, we replicate the
graphical representation by focusing only on 𝐿𝐶 groups. Here, the relationship
between contributions and endowments in E_Diff and P&E_Diff is much weaker
than in 𝐻𝐶 groups.

19 For completeness, Table B.10 also reports estimates for the other two

treatments with no endowment heterogeneity, Homogeneous and P_Diff.
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Fig. 1. Total contributions in HC groups by subject-types in E_Diff and P&E_Diff.
for 𝐷). Any other pairwise comparison between subject types does not
yield significant results.20

5.3. Welfare considerations in treatments with endowment heterogeneity

Results 1 and 2 have important welfare implications for group
members in the two treatments characterized by endowment hetero-
geneity. In E_Diff, the wealthiest subject 𝐷 contributes more than any
other group member to fund a public good successfully. The higher
propensity of the wealthiest subject to contribute, together with the
fact that, in E_Diff, every group member receives the same payoff from
the funded public good, imply that reaching the threshold on one
alternative is not only beneficial for all group members but also reduces
within-group welfare inequality.

In P&E_Diff, the wealthiest subject potentially contributes more than
the other group members because she has a higher endowment and
because the contributions fund her preferred public good. This implies
that the alternative preferred by the wealthiest agent becomes an
effective coordination device for the other group members. Therefore,
redirecting contributions to the public good preferred by the wealthiest
agent makes it more likely that all group members benefit from the
returns of a public good they would not have gained otherwise. In
addition, the combination between the ability-to-pay and the benefit-
focused contributions of the wealthiest agent exacerbates the effects
on welfare distribution within the group. Indeed, while the former
contribution driver moves towards leveling out differences in welfare
due to endowment heterogeneity, the latter mitigates the differences
in welfare from the wealthiest agent receiving a higher bonus from the
funded public good.

Table 4 parametrically studies the welfare distribution across group
members in the two treatments with endowment heterogeneity, E_Diff
and P&E_Diff.21 We consider a series of specifications highlighting how
the welfare distribution changes when comparing 𝐻𝐶 groups with 𝐿𝐶
groups.

Estimates document three important results. First, in both E_Diff and
P&E_Diff, and for every subject-type, profits are higher in 𝐻𝐶 groups
than in 𝐿𝐶 groups (for A, B, and C, in both treatments, 𝑝 < 0.001; for
D, in both treatments, 𝑝 < 0.05), thus confirming the positive effect on
welfare of successfully funding a public good.22

20 Results of the parametric analysis conducted on relative contributions are
available upon request.

21 Table B.11 replicates the analysis in Table 4 on periods 1–3 and 10–12.
22 According to a two-sided Mann–Whitney rank-sum test, 𝑝 < 0.01 in all

cases but for D in E_Diff for which 𝑝 = 0.021.
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Table 4
Profits of the subject-types in P&E_Diff and E_Diff :
parametric results.
Profit P&E_Diff E_Diff
B 3.222 9.048

(12.695) (13.336)
C 15.388 23.643*

(12.695) (13.336)
D 47.167*** 54.524***

(12.695) (13.336)
HC 67.019*** 71.286***

(14.496) (14.101)
B × HC 21.703 4.806

(16.390) (18.261)
C × HC −0.759 −3.122

(16.390) (18.261)
D × HC −30.130* −35.252*

(16.390) (18.261)
Constant 95.278*** 92.131***

(11.229) (10.298)
ll −4150.271 −4166.598
𝑊 𝑎𝑙𝑑 − 𝜒2 61.59 76.26
𝑝 > 𝜒2 0.000 0.000
Observations 720 720
Number of groups 15 15

Notes. This table reports coefficient estimates (stan-
dard errors in parentheses) from two-way linear
random effects models accounting for both potential
individual dependency over periods and dependency
within the group. The dependent variable is the profit
obtained by the subject in the period. B, C, and D are
subject-types dummies. HC is a dummy that takes a
value of 1 if the subject belongs to a HC group and 0
o/w. B × HC, C × HC, and D × HC are interaction
terms. Significance levels are denoted as follows: *
𝑝 < 0.1, **𝑝 < 0.05, and *** 𝑝 < 0.01.

Second, in both treatments, every subject type in 𝐻𝐶 groups obtains
a higher profit than they would in the zero-contribution equilibrium
(in all cases, 𝑝 < 0.01). Instead, when focusing on 𝐿𝐶 groups, only A
obtains significantly higher profits than what is implied by the zero-
contribution equilibrium (𝑝 = 0.015 in P&E_Diff and 𝑝 = 0.019 in
E_Diff ).23

Third, as discussed above, reaching the threshold on the alter-
native preferred by the wealthiest agent benefits all group members
and reduces welfare inequality within their group. In line with this
observation, when focusing on 𝐿𝐶 groups, in both treatments with

23 According to a two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank when focusing on 𝐻𝐶
groups: 𝑝 < 0.01 for all subject types in both P&E_Diff and E_Diff. When
considering 𝐿𝐶 groups, 𝑝 > 0.1 in all cases except for A (𝑝 = 0.094 in P&E_Diff
and 𝑝 = 0.078 in E_Diff ).
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Fig. 2. Coordination, contributions, and profits in the four treatments.
heterogeneous endowments the profits of the wealthiest subject D turn
out to be higher than what obtained by any other group member (in
both treatments, 𝑝 < 0.001 for the difference between A and D, and
𝑝 < 0.01 for the difference between B and D; 𝑝 < 0.05 for the difference
between C and D).24 Instead, when considering 𝐻𝐶 groups, we detect
no significant differences in profits between D and any other group
member in both treatments (in all cases, 𝑝 > 0.1).

Result 3. In the two treatments with endowment heterogeneity, E_Diff
and P&E_Diff, all group members benefit from successful coordination.
Moreover, welfare inequality across members is much lower in groups
experiencing strong coordination than in groups that perform poorly.

The results on welfare distribution are further confirmed through
standard measures for income inequality. Specifically, we use data on
subjects’ profits to compute the Gini index for each group and in each
experiment period. In both treatments with endowment heterogeneity,
the Gini index is substantially lower in 𝐻𝐶 groups than in 𝐿𝐶 groups,
suggesting that groups experiencing strong coordination exhibit lower
payoff inequality than groups performing poorly. Indeed, when focus-
ing on P&E_Diff, the mean of the index decreases from 0.233 in 𝐿𝐶
groups to 0.131 in 𝐻𝐶 groups. Similarly, in E_Diff, the mean of the
index passes from 0.242 in 𝐿𝐶 groups to 0.154 in 𝐻𝐶 groups.25

5.4. Coordination, contributions, and profits: differences across treatments

Next, we look at differences in contributions, coordination, and
profits (defined as the overall final earnings obtained by each subject

24 According to a two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank, when considering 𝐿𝐶
groups, in P&E_Diff, 𝑝 = 0.031 for both the differences between D and A and
between D and B, 𝑝 = 0.094 for the difference between D and C. In E_Diff,
𝑝 = 0.031 for the difference between D and A, and 𝑝 = 0.016 for the difference
between D and B.

25 According to a two-sided Mann–Whitney rank-sum test, for the difference
in the Gini index between 𝐿𝐶 and 𝐻𝐶 groups, 𝑝 = 0.005 in P&E_Diff and
𝑝 = 0.021 in E_Diff.
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at the end of each period) across the four treatments. The primary aim
of this analysis is to test Hypothesis 4 and whether heterogeneity helps
or hinders coordination.

Fig. 2 shows the mean total contributions to the public goods, the
proportion of successful coordination, and the mean profits in the four
treatments over periods.

Apart from the low performance of P_Diff in successful coordination
and profits, we do not observe any remarkable difference in the three
dimensions across treatments. Thus, relative to Homogeneous, introduc-
ing endowment heterogeneity plays no role in determining either the
amount of resources allocated by group members to the public goods or
the ability of the groups to successfully coordinate on the same viable
alternative. The most remarkable descriptive observation concerns the
difference in both profits and successful coordination between P_Diff
and P&E_Diff. In other words, introducing endowment heterogeneity
cancels the adverse effects that differences in preferences across group
members per se have on group interaction and coordination. Table 5
parametrically investigates the empirical validity of these preliminary
observations.

We use estimates in column (1) to perform pairwise comparisons be-
tween treatments in the ability to coordinate contributions on the same
public good. We detect no significant differences between Homogeneous
and any other treatment, or between E_Diff and P&E_Diff (in all cases,
𝑝 > 0.1). The only significant differences are between P_Diff and E_Diff
(𝑝 = 0.059), and between P_Diff and P&E_Diff (𝑝 = 0.033).

In column (2), we add the dummy 𝐻𝐶 and the corresponding
interactions with the treatment dummies to assess differences across
treatments in 𝐻𝐶 and 𝐿𝐶 groups. When focusing on 𝐻𝐶 groups, we
find that subjects coordinate less in P_Diff than in E_Diff (𝑝 = 0.015)
and in P&E_Diff (𝑝 = 0.028). All the remaining pairwise comparisons
yield insignificant results (𝑝 > 0.1). Moving to 𝐿𝐶 groups, subjects in
P_Diff coordinate significantly less than in any other treatment (𝑝 < 0.01
for E_Diff and P&E_Diff ; 𝑝 = 0.069 for Homogeneous), thus confirming
that introducing heterogeneity in preferences alone makes coordination
more difficult to reach. We do not detect any other significant pairwise
comparison.
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Table 5
Coordination, contribution, and profits in the four treatments: parametric results.

Coord Coord Total contribution Total contribution Profit Profit
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

P_Diff −0.156 −0.177* −3.039 −5.283 −24.928* −21.508*
(0.104) (0.097) (3.572) (4.046) (13.810) (11.307)

E_Diff 0.039 0.061 −0.304 −0.526 6.836 11.920
(0.098) (0.108) (3.572) (4.046) (13.810) (11.307)

P&E_Diff 0.067 0.056 1.549 1.507 9.914 9.708
(0.099) (0.111) (3.572) (4.199) (13.810) (11.734)

HC 0.440*** 12.317*** 64.379***
(0.096) (3.833) (10.712)

P_Diff × HC 0.094 5.746 1.635
(0.116) (5.373) (15.013)

E_Diff × HC 0.012 −0.018 −1.486
(0.120) (5.373) (15.013)

P&E_Diff × HC 0.190 0.069 0.342
(0.126) (5.421) (15.149)

Constant 0.500*** 0.236*** 32.474*** 25.083*** 140.642*** 102.013***
(0.070) (0.090) (2.526) (2.969) (9.765) (8.297)

ll −12303.93 −12283.22 −16661.27 −16624.00
𝑊 𝑎𝑙𝑑 − 𝜒2 5.290 275.40 1.710 57.55 7.860 174.98
𝑝 > 𝜒2 0.152 0.000 0.634 0.000 0.049 0.000
Obs. 720 720 2,880 2,880 2,880 2,880
N. groups 60 60 60 60 60 60

Notes. Columns (1) and (2) report coefficient estimates from a linear probability model (standard errors clustered at the group level in
parentheses). The dependent variable is coord, a dummy that takes a value of 1 if the group reaches the threshold and 0 otherwise. Columns
(3) - (6) report coefficient estimates (standard errors in parentheses) from two-way linear random effects models accounting for both potential
individual dependency over periods and dependency within the group. The dependent variable in columns (3) and (4) is the total contribution
made by the subject to the eight public goods in a period. The dependent variable in columns (5) and (6) is the profit obtained by the subject
in a period. P_Diff, E_Diff and P&E_Diff are treatment dummies. HC is a dummy that takes a value of 1 if the subject belongs to a HC group
and 0 o/w. P_Diff × HC, E_Diff × HC, and P&E_Diff × HC are interaction terms. Significance levels are denoted as follows: * 𝑝 < 0.1, **𝑝 < 0.05,
and *** 𝑝 < 0.01.
In column (3), we parametrically assess differences in contributions
cross treatments. We detect negligible differences as any pairwise
omparison yields no significant results (𝑝 > 0.1 for the differences
etween Homogeneous the other treatments, between P_Diff and E_Diff,
etween P_Diff and P&E_Diff, and between E_Diff and P&E_Diff ). When
eparately considering 𝐻𝐶 and 𝐿𝐶 groups in column (4), any pairwise
omparison between treatments yields non-significant results.26

Finally, estimates reported in column (5) compare treatments in
he per period profits obtained by group members. In line with the
onjecture that preference heterogeneity complicates coordination, we
ind that profits in P_Diff are lower than in any other treatment (𝑝 =
.071 for Homogeneous; 𝑝 = 0.021 for E_Diff ; 𝑝 = 0.012 for P&E_Diff ).
hen focusing on Homogeneous, E_Diff, and P&E_Diff only, there are no

ignificant pairwise differences (in all cases, 𝑝 > 0.1).
In the last column of the table, we analyze differences in earnings

cross treatments by separately considering 𝐻𝐶 and 𝐿𝐶 groups. Start-
ng from 𝐻𝐶 groups, we find significantly higher profits in P&E_Diff
nd E_Diff than in P_Diff (in both cases, 𝑝 < 0.01). We also detect higher
rofits in Homogeneous than in P_Diff (𝑝 = 0.044). Results in 𝐿𝐶 groups
etter highlight the coordination problems associated with preference
eterogeneity. Indeed, we find that profits in P_Diff are significantly
ower than in any other treatment (𝑝 < 0.01 for E_Diff and P&E_Diff ;
= 0.057 for Homogeneous). We do not find any other significant

ifference between treatments.
We summarize the previous evidence in the following statement.

esult 4. Total contributions do not remarkably change across treat-
ents. However, relative to the other treatments, evidence suggests

hat coordination and profits are lower in P_Diff than in the other
reatments.

26 There is only a marginally significant difference (𝑝 = 0.093) between
P&E_Diff and P_Diff in 𝐿𝐶 groups.
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Result 4 qualitatively confirms the validity of the first part of
Hypothesis 4 as, ceteris paribus, introducing preference heterogeneity
adds complexity to the strategic interaction. It generates disagreement
on which public good is preferred. Instead, endowment heterogeneity
does not affect coordination and cooperation relative to the baseline
setting with homogeneous agents. However, as documented by the
comparison between P_Diff and P&E_Diff, adding endowment hetero-
geneity to the setting in which subjects differ in which public good they
prefer the most mitigates the adverse effects on coordination exerted by
preference misalignment.

Although presenting the expected sign, the magnitude of the ef-
fects exerted by the two sources of heterogeneity, taken separately,
is relatively small. There are several aspects of the experimental de-
sign that may contribute to the limited magnitude of these effects.
First, as discussed in the theoretical framework, heterogeneity in the
two dimensions does not remarkably alter the equilibrium analysis
for the baseline setting with homogeneous agents.27 Second, indepen-
dently from their preferences for public goods, all group members are
better off in equilibrium with positive contributions than with the no-
contribution outcome and have a relatively strong incentive to try to
coordinate.28 In other words, the effect of various factors on the salience
of coordinating on the selected public goods in Homogeneous and on the
wealthy-preferred good in P&E_Diff are similar in overall effect.

Finally, we have documented no remarkable differences in co-
operation and coordination between Homogeneous and P&E_Diff. The

27 Indeed, not only do both treatments admit the same symmetric equilib-
rium in which subjects split the cost of funding the public good equally, but
there is also a large number of asymmetric equilibria in which, regardless of
their incomes and preferences, subjects make different contributions to reach
the threshold.

28 Additionally, consistent with Corazzini et al. (2015), the presence of
low-bonus, non-selected goods in our experiment may increase the salience
of the higher-bonus goods and make it less likely that donors focus on the

no-contribution equilibrium.
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evidence suggests that the coordination benefits associated with the
presence of a potential focal point may not dominate the challenges
associated with increased complexity or that the dynamics of coor-
dination in Homogeneous did not provide much room for observable
mprovements in the frequency of coordination even with the addi-
ion of a focal point in P&E_Diff. Suppose first-period contributions

themselves serve as a focal point for later-period observations. In that
case, coordination after the first period may be just as likely in both
Homogeneous and P&E_Diff, in which case the presence of a salient
option in the first period primarily determines which public good
succeeds, rather than a group’s ability to achieve coordination.

6. Applications

6.1. Philanthropic giving

The preferences of the wealthy serve as a focal point enabling
the broader donor base to consolidate their support on options where
they expect their contributions to be less likely wasted.29 Even though
most donors prefer to focus on a different opportunity, they recog-
nize that their contributions will not unilaterally effect change unless
coordinated with others.

In international development and global health, for example, the
largest funders, such as the Gates Foundation with its roughly $47
billion endowment (or other large private foundations and Western-
country donor organizations such as USAID), directly control which
causes, projects, or approaches to support with their funding. But, in
doing so, they also indirectly steer the funds and efforts of other smaller
foundations, organizations, or local governments who recognize that
their initiatives are more likely to succeed when aligned with the larger
donor’s funding priorities. As McCoy and McGoey (2011) explains,
‘‘other donors look to the Gates Foundation in order to decide whether
to fund a particular project or programme’’.30 Our experiment shows
how the tendency of groups to follow the preferences or actions of
the wealthiest donor occurs not only on the global scale but also with
localized or smaller-scale giving.

Although we see no evidence in our experiment that the effect
makes any donors worse off, it does reduce the variety of public goods
that receive contributions and succeed. In real-world donation environ-
ments, this reduction in variety could have important implications for
social welfare if, for example, the preferences of the wealthiest donors
are not representative of the broader needs of society. For example,
this could be the case if donor preferences are driven by visibility
or financial interests (or potentially national strategic interests in the
case of country aid agencies) rather than broader societal needs. Such
possibilities are discussed in surveys of wealthy donors (e.g., Konrath
and Clark, 2020; Steuerle et al., 2018; Andrews et al., 2020) and
political economy assessments of aid organizations (e.g., Rahman and
Giessen, 2017).

29 In this respect, our study is also related to the literature studying com-
etition between charities for donations (e.g., Becchetti et al., 2017; Meer,
017; Filiz-Ozbay and Uler, 2019; Perroni et al., 2019; Aldashev et al.,
020; Schmitz, 2021; Deryugina and Marx, 2021) and crowdfunding public
oods and charitable projects (e.g., Hudik and Chovanculiak, 2018; Cason and
ubrickas, 2019; Petruzzelli et al., 2019; Argo et al., 2020; Cason et al., 2021;
oerster and van der Weele, 2021). Nownes and Neeley (1996) shows how
uch considerations extend to political causes and how wealthier individuals
ay influence the political agenda by forming interest groups.
30 Kessler et al. (2019) show how rich donors give more when they have
ore control over how the money will be used. See also Orbinski (2009),
ushton and Williams (2011), Faubion et al. (2011), Marquis et al. (2013),
irn (2014), Martens and Seitz (2015) and Smith et al. (2015).
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6.2. Public finance

The distribution of contributions we observe in the experiment may
loosely be interpreted as a distribution of tax payments adopted as
groups work together to select and fund a public good and policy
portfolio. Our experimental framework allows us to effectively observe
the (voluntary) tax policy that emerges within heterogeneous groups
working to collectively fund the social good.31 We observe the emer-
gence of a tax system in a simple environment, absent of politics or
institutions. This work complements an extensive literature in public
finance that has focused on the optimal design or relative merits of
alternative tax policies (e.g. Musgrave, 1959; Lindahl, 1919; Mirrlees,
1971; Saez, 2011), on how context and institutions may affect the
implementation of alternative systems (e.g. Feldstein, 1976; Ito and
Krueger, 1992), and on efforts to measure individual preferences over
alternative types of policies (e.g. Weinzierl, 2017; Kittel et al., 2017).

Successful groups converge to contribution patterns consistent with
highly progressive tax schedules. Higher-income individuals tend to
contribute enough to the public goods to offset their initial income
advantage.

Formal tax commitments or equity politics do not drive such pro-
gressive divisions of costs. Instead, the progressive system emerges
under a collective expectation that higher-income individuals will con-
tribute relatively more than others to ensure collective success. Our
results highlight a natural proclivity towards highly progressive tax
systems, suggesting that such progressive systems tend to be more
salient than alternative divisions.

Additionally, our experimental design allows us to formally consider
how individual contributions reflect differences in the endowed income
(ability-to-pay-focused contributions) versus differences in the bonus
assigned by the funded public good (benefit-focused contributions). We
show that successful groups tend to divide costs in ways that reflect
individual differences in both ability to pay and benefits received.

Considering these features of tax policies has been ubiquitous in
economics since Adam Smith first argued that individual tax burdens
should be set ‘‘as nearly as possible in proportion to their respective
abilities’’ (Smith, 1776). Empirically distinguishing the two drivers of
individual participation in real-world tax systems is difficult because
one’s income (and thus their ability to pay) is affected by the economic
benefits they receive from the system of government those taxes fund.
Our experiment allows for such a distinction. Higher-income individ-
uals contribute more to the public goods in a way that offsets their
endowed income advantage but does not offset the extra benefits they
receive from the implemented public good.32

Weinzierl (2017) reports results from a survey showing that large
portions of people prefer classical benefit-based tax systems and do
not support highly progressive systems that equate after-tax income.
In other words, people widely report preferences that conflict with the
highly progressive, ability-to-pay-based payments that emerge within
our experiment. Our results are not, however, inconsistent
with Weinzierl (2017). Instead, they reflect the fact that the outcomes
in our experiment are not driven by individual preferences (which were
the focus of Weinzierl, 2017), but rather by the collective expectations
as to what will naturally emerge. In our experiment, even those who
do not prefer highly progressive contributions will still voluntarily
participate in such a system if they believe others expect them to do
so.

The analysis contributes to a growing literature applying laboratory
experiments to study policy choice and macroeconomics (see Duffy,
2016, for a survey). In our framework, policy (public good selection and

31 Unlike a typical tax system, the payments in our experiment are entirely
voluntary, requiring no government enforcement and maintained through the
incentives individuals have to do their part and ensure collective success.

32 See Musgrave (1959), Weinzierl (2018), and Exley and Kessler (2024).
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Table B.1
Coordination and type-specific preferences and contributions over public goods: parametric results.

Coord_pgRICH Contr_diff

Overall 1–3 10–12

Constant 0.918*** 23.061*** 10.067*** 25.589***
(0.071) (4.151) (4.810) (5.614)

Obs. 102 720 180 180
N.groups 15 15 15 15

Notes. The first column reports estimates of the constant (standard errors in parentheses) from a linear
random effects model accounting for robust standard errors when groups successfully coordinate on one
public good. Coord_pgRICH is a dummy that takes a value of 1 if the group successfully coordinated on the
public good preferred by the richest subject, D, and 0 o/w. The analysis is run by only using observations
of groups that successfully funded a public good. Columns (2)-(4) report estimates of the constant (standard
errors in parentheses) from two-way linear random effects models accounting for both potential individual
dependency over periods and dependency within the group. The dependent variable, 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟_𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 , is the
difference between the contribution made by the subject to the public good preferred by the richest agent
𝐷 and what she overall contributes to the three public goods preferred by the other group members 𝐴,𝐵, 𝐶.
Significance levels are denoted as follows: * 𝑝 < 0.1, **𝑝 < 0.05, and *** 𝑝 < 0.01.
(
he effective tax schedule) emerges from the coordinated voluntary ef-
orts of individuals in support of alternative options rather than through
n explicit election or voting process integrated into the experimental
esign (e.g., Agranov and Palfrey, 2015; Jiménez-Jiménez et al., 2020;
rohlich and Oppenheimer, 1990; Riedl and van Winden, 2001, 2007;
abrales et al., 2012; Sausgruber and Tyran, 2011; Blinder and Morgan,
005, 2008; Feige et al., 2018; Grober and Reuben, 2013). Support
or progressive and redistributive policies in other work is typically
ttributed to the repeated nature of the policy environment, where,
or example, young generations support transfers to older generations,
ot wanting to shut down such a system before they become old (e.g.,
fferman et al., 2001; van der Heijden et al., 1998). In our framework,
ven without repetition, wealthy individuals have incentives to do their
art to ensure the success of (even highly progressive) policies they
elieve others support.

. Conclusion

The paper introduces heterogeneity into an MTPG framework to
tudy the selection and financing of mutually beneficial policy alter-
atives when individuals differ in their income and preferences. Our
ab experiment identifies a bias favoring the public goods preferred
y the wealthiest individual, suggesting that the perceived policy bias
n favor of the wealthy persists even in the absence of corruption,
overnment capture, or information asymmetries. At the same time,
e observe highly progressive contribution patterns, with wealthier

ndividuals tending to contribute larger shares of their income to help
und public goods, even when they do not receive extra benefits from
hat good and even though contributions are entirely voluntary.

Our framework contributes to the collective action literature by
ncorporating the coordinated selection of which action to jointly un-
ertake. Which policy or project is implemented does not depend on the
utcome of a formal political economy or social choice mechanism but
esults from informal coordination of voluntary effort. The framework
s a coordination game in which individuals want to contribute consis-
ently with group expectations. They want to play what they perceive
o be their expected part to ensure public good success. Because of this,
he observed behavior reflects people’s expectations about which public
ood will be implemented and how much each person is expected to
ontribute, and it does not reflect their individual preferences over
lternative outcomes. Group attention is drawn to the public good
referred by the wealthiest individual because people expect others will
lso focus on that good.

Our paper shows how the voluntary contribution MTPG experiments
an be used to study questions in public finance, charitable giving,
nd policy selection. These and other applications may be further
xplored using extensions of the MTPG framework. Future work may
xtend our analysis to allow for alternative processes of policy selection
13
e.g., proposals and voting), replace endowments with earned income,33

or incorporate communication, alternative timing, or different aspects
of heterogeneity.
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Appendix A. Proofs

Proposition 1. For any parameter values, there exists two types of
quilibria: (1) a ‘‘no contribution’’ equilibrium in which 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 = 0 for

all 𝑗, 𝑛, and (2) many ‘‘threshold provision’’ equilibria corresponding
to every contribution profile in which for one good 𝑛, 𝐶𝑛 = 𝜏𝑛 and
𝑐𝑗,𝑛 ∈ [0, 𝑦𝑗 ] for each 𝑗, and where for all other goods 𝑛′ ≠ 𝑛, 𝐶𝑛′ = 0.

Proof. (1) The no contribution equilibrium follows from the assump-
tions that 𝑉 > 1. Thus, no player has an incentive to deviate from
no contributions to unilaterally contribute 𝐶𝑗 > 0 even if they could
afford to unilaterally fund the good at the threshold. (2) Consider any
contribution profile in which for some 𝑛, 𝐶𝑛 = 𝜏𝑛 and 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 ∈ [0, 𝑦𝑗 ]
for each 𝑗, and where 𝑐𝑛′ = 0 for all 𝑛′ ≠ 𝑛. Player 𝑗 receives utility
𝑉 (𝑦𝑗−𝑐𝑗,𝑛)+𝜏𝑛+𝑏𝑗,𝑛. If they deviate to 𝑐′ < 𝑐𝑗,𝑛, then they receive payoff
𝑉 (𝑦𝑗 − 𝑐′), which achieves its maximum value at 𝑐′ = 0. Player 𝑗 has no
incentive to make such a deviation as long as 𝑉 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 < 𝜏𝑛 + 𝑏𝑗,𝑛, which is
assured for all 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 ∈ [0, 𝑦𝑗 ] by the assumption that 𝑦𝑗 ≤ 𝐵𝑗,𝑛(𝜏𝑛)∕𝑉 for
all 𝑗, 𝑛. Similarly, 𝑉 > 1 ensures that there is no incentive to deviate to
a higher 𝑐𝑗,𝑛.

Showing that no other equilibria exists requires showing that nei-
ther (i) 𝐶𝑛 ∈ (0, 𝜏𝑛) nor (ii) 𝐶𝑛 > 𝜏𝑛 is consistent with equilibrium.
Let 𝐶−𝑗,𝑛 =

∑

𝑖≠𝑗 𝑐𝑖,𝑛. For (i), it is sufficient to note that any player
contributing 𝑐𝑛,𝑗 > 0 when 𝐶𝑛 ∈ (0, 𝜏𝑛) prefers to deviate either to
𝑐𝑛,𝑗 = 0 when 𝜏𝑛−𝐶−𝑗,𝑛 > 𝑦𝑗 , or to 𝑐𝑛,𝑗 = 𝜏𝑛 = 𝐶−𝑗,𝑛 when 𝜏𝑛−𝐶−𝑗,𝑛 > 𝑦𝑗 .
For (ii), it is sufficient to note that any player contributing 𝑐𝑛,𝑗 > 0
when 𝐶𝑛 > 𝜏𝑛 has an incentive to reduce their contribution to 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 =
max{0, 𝜏𝑛 − 𝐶−𝑗, 𝑛}.

Corollary 1. Let 𝐶−𝑗,𝑛 =
∑

𝑖≠𝑗 𝑐𝑖,𝑛. If 𝐶−𝑗,𝑛 ∈ [𝜏𝑛 − 𝑦𝑗 , 𝜏𝑛), then agent 𝑗
prefers contributing 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 = 𝜏𝑛 −𝐶−𝑗,𝑛, ensuring that 𝐶𝑛 = 𝜏𝑛, rather than
any other 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 ∈ [0, 𝑦𝑗 ].

Proof. The previous proof rules out deviation such that 𝐶𝑛 ∈ (0, 𝜏𝑛)
or 𝐶𝑛 > 𝜏𝑛. Therefore, it is sufficient to show that any 𝑗 prefers
𝑐𝑗,𝑛 = 𝐶−𝑗,𝑛 − 𝜏𝑛 to 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 = 0. For such a 𝑗, contributing 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 = 𝐶−𝑗,𝑛 − 𝜏𝑛
results in payoff 𝑉 (𝑦𝑗 − 𝑐𝑗,𝑛) +𝐵𝑗,𝑛, while contributing 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 = 0 results in
payoff 𝑉 𝑦𝑗 . They prefer to contribute to achieve the threshold as long
as 𝑉 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 ≤ 𝐵𝑗,𝑛, which is ensured 𝑐𝑗,𝑛 ∈ [0, 𝑦𝑗 ] and the assumption that
𝑦𝑗 ≤ 𝐵𝑗,𝑛(𝜏𝑛)∕𝑉 .

Appendix B. Additional tables and figures
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Provided below.
Appendix C. Experimental instructions

[Instructions were originally written in Italian. The difference in the
instructions between P&E_Diff and treatments with homogeneous endow-
ments (Homogeneous and P_Diff ) concerns the fact that, in the latter, all
group members were endowed with 55 tokens. The difference in the in-
structions between P&E_Diff and treatments with homogeneous preferences
(Homogeneous and E_Diff ) concerns the fact that, in the latter, the bonus
assigned to the selected public goods was equal to 30 points for all group
members.]

Instructions
Welcome. Thanks for participating in this experiment. By following

the instructions carefully, you can earn, based on your choices, an
amount that will be paid to you in cash at the end of the experiment.
During the experiment, it is not allowed to speak or communicate in
any way with the other participants. If you have any questions, do not
hesitate to contact the researcher through the chat. The following rules
are the same for all participants.

General rules
At the beginning of the experiment, you will be assigned randomly

and anonymously to a group of 4 people, respectively indicated with
the letters A, B, C, and D. Of each of the other three members of
your group, you will not know either the earnings. The composition
of your group and the initial assignment of the letters will remain the
same throughout the entire experiment. The experiment consists of 12
periods, in each of which you will interact exclusively with the subjects
of your group. At the start of the experiment, you and every other
subject in your group will be given one of four possible sets of tokens so
that subject A will receive 34 tokens, B will receive 48 tokens, C will
receive 62 tokens, and finally, D will receive 76 tokens. This means
that, overall, your group will therefore have a total of 220 tokens in
each period.

How earnings are determined in each period of the experiment?
Given your token allocation, you must decide how to divide it be-

tween an INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT and eight COLLECTIVE ACCOUNTS
called respectively ‘‘WHITE’’, ‘‘YELLOW’’, ‘‘GREEN’’, ‘‘RED’’, ‘‘BLUE’’,
‘‘PURPLE’’, ‘‘BLACK’’ and ‘‘ORANGE’’.

The nine ACCOUNTS generate a return expressed in points based
on the following rules:

INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT. You receive points from the INDIVIDUAL
ACCOUNT every time you pour tokens into it. In particular, for each
token you paid into the INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT you will receive 2
points. ‘‘WHITE’’, ‘‘YELLOW’’, ‘‘GREEN’’, ‘‘RED’’, ‘‘BLUE’’, ‘‘PURPLE’’,
‘‘BLACK’’ and ‘‘ORANGE’’

COLLECTIVE ACCOUNT. Receive points from a COLLECTIVE AC-
COUNT if and only if the total number of tokens paid into it by the
subjects of your group is greater than or equal to a ‘‘threshold’’ of 132
tokens.

In particular:

• If the number of tokens paid by your group into a COLLECTIVE
ACCOUNT is below the threshold of 132 tokens, then you do not
receive any points either from the tokens you paid or from those
paid by your group to that COLLECTIVE ACCOUNT.

• If the number of tokens paid by your group into a COLLECTIVE
ACCOUNT is greater than or equal to the 132 chip threshold, then
for each token paid by you or any other person in your group
into that COLLECTIVE ACCOUNT you receive 1 point; in addition,
you are awarded a ‘‘bonus’’ in points whose size depends on the
COLLECTIVE ACCOUNT to which the tokens were paid.

What is the size of the bonus?
In period 1, the computer will select four of the eight COLLECTIVE
ACCOUNTS at random. The four COLLECTIVE ACCOUNTS selected by

https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/BRQVX
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/BRQVX
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/BRQVX
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Fig. B.1. Total contributions in HC groups by subject-type in the four treatments.

Fig. B.2. Total contributions in LC groups by subject-type in the four treatments.
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Table B.2
Contributions and coordination on public goods: descriptive statistics in periods 1–3 and 10–12.

Period Homogeneous P_Diff E_Diff P&E_Diff

1–3 10–12 1–3 10–12 1–3 10–12 1–3 10–12

Coordination on Selected PGs 0.133 0.578 0.044 0.467 0.244 0.556 0.289 0.689
PG preferred by A 0.133 0.200 0.022 0.178 0.067 0.133 0.000 0.044
PG preferred by B 0.000 0.067 0.000 0.267 0.022 0.133 0.000 0.000
PG preferred by C 0.000 0.044 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.044 0.022 0.000
PG preferred by A, B, C 0.000 0.311 0.022 0.445 0.089 0.310 0.022 0.044
PG preferred by D 0.000 0.267 0.022 0.022 0.156 0.244 0.266 0.644
Coordination on Non-Selected PGs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Obs. (per treatment) 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45

Total Contribution 29.789
(19.489)

29.694
(20.449)

31.222
(19.912)

25.677
(22.226)

32.027
(22.322)

30.616
(21.966)

34.077
(22.349)

31.811
(24.271)

Contribution to Selected PGs 28.017
(19.516)

29.022
(20.773)

29.000
(19.905)

25.483
(22.127)

30.333
(21.935)

30.472
(22.037)

32.877
(22.610)

31.611
(24.285)

Contribution to Non-Selected PGs 1.772
(8.057)

0.672
(5.005)

2.222
(8.950)

0.194
(1.701)

1.694
(6.375)

0.144
(1.094)

1.200
(4.639)

0.200
(2.683)

Obs. (per treatment) 180 180 180 180 180 180 180 180

Notes. This table replicates the analysis in Table 1 on periods 1–3 and 10–12. The other remarks on Table 1 apply.
Table B.3
Type-specific contributions to the selected public goods in P&E_Diff in periods 1–3 and 10–12.
P&E Diff

Period A B C D

1–3 10–12 1–3 10–12 1–3 10–12 1–3 10–12

PG preferred by A 4.733
(8.556)

0.911
(4.532)

2.511
(4.831)

3.200
(12.109)

4.000
(10.335)

2.756
(10.645)

3.400
(8.993)

3.400
(13.046)

PG preferred by B 0.200
(0.944)

0.000
(0.000)

6.489
(10.350)

0.177
(1.193)

0.933
(2.378)

0.000
(0.000)

2.844
(7.769)

0.000
(0.000)

PG preferred by C 1.089
(3.661)

0.000
(0.000)

2.800
(5.829)

0.222
(1.491)

11.844
(18.529)

1.378
(9.242)

4.778
(11.613)

0.000
(0.000)

PG preferred by D 12.466
(12.793)

17.222
(14.931)

14.177
(16.611)

19.533
(19.262)

23.044
(24.598)

36.644
(24.476)

36.200
(29.562)

41.000
(30.332)

𝑂𝑏𝑠. 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45

Notes. This table replicates the analysis in Table 2 on periods 1–3 and 10–12. The other remarks on Table 2 apply.
Table B.4
Determinants of total contributions in HC groups in E_Diff, P_Diff and in P&E_Diff : parametric results in periods 1–3 and 10–12.

E_Diff P_Diff P&E_Diff

Total contribution (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Period 1–3 10–12 1–3 10–12 1–3 10–12

Assigned Bonus 0.194 0.201*** 0.598*** 0.315***
(0.191) (0.047) (0.108) (0.078)

Endowment 0.681*** 0.690*** 0.776*** 0.895***
(0.178) (0.163) (0.122) (0.170)

Constant −2.417 −1.458 32.338*** 34.109*** −12.931* −20.637**
(10.215) (9.347) (3.019) (2.820) (6.989) (9.714)

ll −419.355 −388.480 −411733 −339.213 −450.22 −395877
𝑊 𝑎𝑙𝑑 − 𝜒2 14.70 17.80 1.03 18.16 77.53 49.35
𝑝 > 𝜒2 0.000 0.000 0.3101 0.000 0.000 0.000
Obs. 96 96 96 96 108 108
N. groups 8 8 8 8 9 9

Notes. This table replicates the analysis in Table 3 on periods 1–3 and 10–12. The other remarks on Table 3 apply.
16
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Table B.5
Determinants of total contributions in E_Diff, P_Diff, and P&E_Diff : parametric results.
Total Contribution E_Diff P_Diff P&E_Diff

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Endowment 0.580*** 0.590*** 0.695*** 0.717***
(0.110) (0.116) (0.092) (0.097)

Assigned bonus 0.314*** 0.240*** 0.486*** 0.512***
(0.050) (0.068) (0.041) (0.054)

Last 6 periods −1.046 −9.663*** −2.901
(4.206) (1.461) (3.927)

Endowment × Last 6 Periods −0.019 −0.066
(0.074) (0.068)

Assigned bonus × Last 6 Periods 0.300*** 0.083
(0.084) (0.078)

Constant 0.256 0.779 26.192*** 29.735*** −12.457** −11.762**
(6.451) (6.785) (2.396) (2.236) (5.368) (5.655)

ll −3064.23 −3062.52 −3066.76 −3045.58 −3001.99 −2990.89
𝑊 𝑎𝑙𝑑 − 𝜒2 28.050 31.480 38.720 86.370 207.250 235.720
𝑝 > 𝜒2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Obs. 720 720 720 720 720 720
N. groups 15 15 15 15 15 15

Notes. This table replicates the analysis conducted in Table 3 by pooling data from 𝐻𝐶 and 𝐿𝐶 groups. The other remarks on Table 3 apply.
Table B.6
Determinants of total contributions in LC groups in E_Diff, P_Diff, and P&E_Diff : parametric results.
Total contribution E_Diff P_Diff P&E_Diff

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Assigned bonus 0.399*** 0.111 0.616*** 0.535***
(0.159) (0.074) (0.113)

Endowment 0.363** 0.358** 0.445*** 0.522***
(0.150) (0.161) (0.123) (0.138)

Last 6 periods −4.276 −14.127*** 2.134
(6.879) (1.721) (7.032)

Assigned bonus × Last 6 periods 0.590** 0.174
(0.247) (0.153)

Endowment × Last 6 periods 0.011 −0.152
(0.120) (0.122)

Constant 5.607 7.745 19.087*** 26.244*** −3.291 −4.542
(8.914) (9.554) (3.212) (3.283) (7.776) (8.558)

ll −1463.823 −1461.953 −1453.953 −1423.408 −1236.005 −1231.694
𝑊 𝑎𝑙𝑑 − 𝜒2 5.9 9.66 8.32 77.49 83.92 94.75
𝑝 > 𝜒2 0.015 0.022 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000
Obs. 336 336 336 336 288 288
N. groups 7 7 7 7 6 6

Notes. Notes. This table replicates the analysis conducted in Table 3 by using data from 𝐿𝐶 groups only. The other remarks on Table 3 apply.
Table B.7
Determinants of the contributions made to the funded public goods in 𝐻𝐶 groups in E_Diff, P_Diff and in P&E_Diff : parametric results.
Contribution to funded public goods E_Diff P_Diff P&E_Diff

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Endowment 0.659*** 0.591*** 0.538*** 0.452***
(0.122) (0.139) (0.116) (0.120)

Assigned bonus 1.282*** 1.284*** 1.391*** 1.447***
(0.038) (0.055) (0.039) (0.049)

Last 6 periods −0.600 4.569** −7.527*
(7.668) (2.024) (3.853)

Endowment × Last 6 periods 0.136 0.194***
(0.134) (0.067)

Assigned bonus × Last 6 periods −0.105 −0.177
(0.084) (0.109)

Constant −6.188 −5.888 0.765 −0.272 −30.405*** −25.982***
(6.981) (7.965) (1.583) (1.641) (6.622) (6.846)

ll −1730.88 −1725.11 −1491.24 −1488.33 −1663.16 −1657.79
𝑊 𝑎𝑙𝑑 − 𝜒2 29.100 40.820 1112.660 1135.890 1311.480 1356.660
𝑝 > 𝜒2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Obs. 384 384 384 384 432 432
N. groups 8 8 8 8 9 9

Notes. This table replicates the analysis conducted in Table 3 by using the amount contributed by a subject in a 𝐻𝐶 group to the funded public
good in the period as the dependent variable. The other remarks on Table 3 apply.
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Table B.8
Determinants of the contributions made to the funded public goods in 𝐿𝐶 groups in E_Diff, P_Diff and in P&E_Diff : parametric results.
Contribution to funded public goods E_Diff P_Diff P&E_Diff

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Endowment 0.254*** 0.231** 0.245*** 0.250***
(0.070) (0.099) (0.060) (0.072)

Last 6 periods −1.510 0.037 1.973
(8.029) (0.524) (4.537)

Endowment × Last 6 periods 0.046 −0.012
(0.140) (0.079)

Assigned bonus 1.140*** 1.097*** 1.318*** 1.362***
(0.037) (0.047) (0.046) (0.070)

Assigned bonus × Last 6 periods 0.110 −0.082
(0.073) (0.095)

Constant −2.395 −1.639 0.045 0.025 −13.457*** −14.387***
(4.519) (6.044) (0.337) (0.430) (3.462) (4.137)

ll −1491.163 −1491.005 −1002.513 −1001.301 −1095.420 −1094.913
𝑊 𝑎𝑙𝑑 − 𝜒2 13.04 13.37 967.17 976.31 844.31 848.28
𝑝 > 𝜒2 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Obs. 336 336 336 336 288 288
N. groups 7 7 7 7 6 6

Notes. This table replicates the analysis conducted in Table 3 by using the amount contributed by a subject in a 𝐿𝐶 group to the funded public
good in the period as dependent variable. The other remarks on Table 3 apply.
Table B.9
Determinants of the contributions made to the funded public goods in E_Diff, P_Diff and in P&E_Diff : parametric results.
Contribution to funded public goods E_Diff P_Diff P&E_Diff

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Endowment 0.470*** 0.423*** 0.423*** 0.372***
(0.079) (0.093) (0.076) (0.080)

Assigned bonus 1.266*** 1.238*** 1.363*** 1.417***
(0.027) (0.038) (0.030) (0.040)

Last 6 periods −1.025 1.266 −4.087
(5.581) (0.816) (2.853)

Endowment × Last 6 periods 0.094 0.106**
(0.098) (0.050)

Assigned bonus × Last 6 periods 0.019 −0.120**
(0.047) (0.056)

Constant −4.418 −3.906 0.484 0.003 −23.524*** −21.279***
(5.161) (5.867) (0.828) (0.883) (4.343) (4.567)

ll −3241.41 −3237.32 −2622.70 −2620.19 −2769.91 −2765.90
𝑊 𝑎𝑙𝑑 − 𝜒2 35.250 43.480 2238.860 2259.220 2173.860 2206.630
𝑝 > 𝜒2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Obs. 720 720 720 720 720 720
N. groups 15 15 15 15 15 15

Notes. This table replicates the analysis presented in Table B.7 pooling data from 𝐻𝐶 and 𝐿𝐶 groups. The other remarks of Table 3 apply.
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he computer will be called ‘‘SELECTED’’, while the remaining four
ill be called ‘‘NOT SELECTED’’. The bonus awarded to each person

n the group by the four ‘‘NOT SELECTED’’ COLLECTIVE ACCOUNTS
ill be equal to 20 points. The bonus recognized by a ‘‘SELECTED’’
OLLECTIVE ACCOUNT depends on whether the subject considers
hat COLLECTIVE ACCOUNT as ‘‘FAVORITE’’ or ‘‘NOT FAVORITE’’:
f for the subject that COLLECTIVE ACCOUNT is ‘‘FAVORITE’’, then
he bonus awarded to the subject is of 39 points; if instead for the
ubject that COLLECTIVE ACCOUNT is ‘‘NOT FAVORITE’’, then the
onus awarded to the subject is 27 points. At the beginning of the
irst period, the computer will assign each participant a ‘‘FAVORITE’’
OLLECTIVE ACCOUNT from the four ‘‘SELECTED’’ so that each ‘‘SE-
ECTED’’ COLLECTIVE ACCOUNT is preferred by only one person in
he group.

ow do you make your choices?

• The computer will show you your token allocation and nine fields
where you can enter your choices, one for the INDIVIDUAL AC-
COUNT and one for each of the eight COLLECTIVE ACCOUNTS.

• In each of the eight fields, the computer will also show you the
size of the bonus, 20, 27 or 39 points, awarded in the period to
that COLLECTIVE ACCOUNT.
18
• A table will also show you which COLLECTIVE ACCOUNTS are
PREFERRED by the other parties in the group and their token
allocations.

• For each member of your group, the order in which the fields of
the eight COLLECTIVE ACCOUNTS will appear on the screen will
be determined randomly by the computer.

• The sum of the payments made by you in the nine ACCOUNTS
must always be equal to your endowment of tokens; this means
that in each period, you will have to use the full amount of tokens
at your disposal.

At the end of each period, the computer will show you how many to-
ens you have paid into the INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT, how many tokens
ou have paid into each of the eight COLLECTIVE ACCOUNTS, how
any tokens your group has paid into each of the eight COLLECTIVE
CCOUNTS, how many points you have obtained from the ACCOUNT

NDIVIDUAL, how many points you have obtained from each of the
ight COLLECTIVE ACCOUNTS and how many points you have gained
n the period. At the end of the experiment, the points gained over the
2 periods will be converted into Euros at the exchange rate of 150
oints = 1 EUR (see Fig. C.1).
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Table B.10
Contributions of the subject-types in the four treatments: parametric results.
Total contribution Homogeneous P_Diff E_Diff P&E_Diff

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

B −9.106** −10.250* 0.089 −4.952 8.194* 9.476 5.778 12.138**
(3.912) (6.137) (4.221) (5.378) (5.983) (6.667) (4.120) (5.555)

C −8.306** −6.194 −2.078 −0.797 17.011*** 16.178** 20.467*** 20.138***
(3.912) (6.137) (4.221) (5.378) (5.983) (6.667) (4.120) (5.555)

D −4.294 −2.166 0.172 1.809 24.139*** 14.738** 30.622*** 19.583***
(3.912) (6.137) (4.221) (5.378) (5.983) (6.667) (4.120) (5.555)

HC 13.606** 17.068*** 8.102 10.300*
(3.823) (6.169) (6.521) (6.077)

B × HC 1.907 9.452 −2.403 −10.601
(7.924) (8.192) (9.130) (7.171)

C × HC −3.518 −2.400 1.561 0.546
(7.924) (8.192) (9.130) (7.171)

D × HC 0.354 −3.069 17.626* 18.398**
(7.924) (8.192) (9.130) (7.171)

Constant 37.900*** 29.736*** 29.889*** 20.785*** 19.833*** 15.511*** 19.806*** 13.625***
(3.260) (4.502) (3.912) (4.505) (3.758) (4.762) (3.613) (4.707)

ll −3047.93 −3042.43 −3084.70 −3076.35 −3064.21 −3056.61 −3063.02 −3052.42
𝑊 𝑎𝑙𝑑 − 𝜒2 6.870 30.420 22.49 27.820 28.130 51.25 68.530 119.79
𝑝 > 𝜒2 0.076 0.000 0.941 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Obs. 720 720 720 720 720 720 720 720
N. groups 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15

Notes. This table reports coefficient estimates (standard errors in parentheses) from two-way linear random effects models accounting for both
potential individual dependency over periods and dependency within the group. The dependent variable is the total contribution made by the
subject to the eight collective accounts in the period. B, C, and D are subject-types dummies. HC is a dummy that takes a value of 1 if the
subject belongs to a HC group and 0 o/w. B × HC, C × HC, and D × HC are interaction terms. Significance levels are denoted as follows: *
𝑝 < 0.1, **𝑝 < 0.05, and *** 𝑝 < 0.01.
Table B.11
Profits of the subject-types in P&E_Diff and E_Diff : parametric results in periods 1–3 and 10–12.

P&E_Diff E_Diff

Profit (1) (2) (3) (4)

Period 1–3 10–12 1–3 10–12

B 8.889 −9.444 13.619 −4.857
(20.719) (17.600) (22.654) (19.723)

C 2.889 15.556 13.048 27.905
(20.719) (17.600) (22.654) (19.723)

D 42.333** 62.778*** 70.476*** 51.810***
(20.719) (17.600) (22.654) (19.723)

HC 30.389 76.981*** 43.310 53.375*
(31.629) (24.227) (27.129) (29.158)

B × HC 4.667 42.185* −2.452 14.607
(26.748) (22.721) (31.021) (27.007)

C × HC 18.741 −8.963 −0.131 2.012
(26.748) (22.721) (31.021) (27.007)

D × HC −25.000 −40.185* −41.310 −29.560
(26.748) (22.721) (31.021) (27.007)

Constant 66.278*** 112.278*** 53.190*** 105.000***
(24.500) (18.766) (19.812) (21.294)

ll −1014.514 −982.936 −1037.226 −1017.591
𝑊 𝑎𝑙𝑑 − 𝜒2 8.41 40.78 16.27 18.18
𝑝 > 𝜒2 0.297 0.000 0.022 0.011
Observations 180 180 180 180
Number of groups 15 15 15 15

Notes. This table replicates the analysis in Table 4 on periods 1–3 and 10–12. The other remarks on Table 4 apply.
19
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Fig. C.1. Choice Screen in P&E_Diff.
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